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In June 2010, we recommended five strategies for a rising‐rate environment, acknowledging that we had no
idea when or how abruptly rates would rise. Indeed, rates fell since we wrote that article. But they are on
the rise again. After reviewing how our original five strategies performed, we’ll now present our revised
recommendations for investing as rates increase.
In our previous article, we offered five strategies that advisors could employ to shield portfolios from rising
rates. In some cases, we argued, these five strategies would benefit from rising rates: ultra‐short bond
funds, international fixed income, floating‐rate notes (i.e., bank loans), Treasury inflation‐protected
securities (TIPS) and real assets.
Overall, these strategies performed admirably between when we recommended them and today. Floating‐
rate notes, TIPS and our international fixed income recommendations have all outpaced the broader bond
market since the article was published. Other recommendations, like gold and commodities, were
underperformers, and our ultra‐short bond recommendation held its value and paid a modest dividend, as
we expected.
There is only one problem: Rates have yet to rise.
In fact, they have fallen (from 3.3% to 2.75% on the 10‐year Treasury) since our article was published.
Indeed, the bond bull market continued.
As we approach 2014, we are surprised that rates have remained so low for so long. There are various
reasons for the low rates: the sluggish economic recovery, the Euro‐crisis that monopolized headlines for
most of 2010 and 2011 and the aggressively accommodative monetary policy of the Federal Reserve are a
few.
The summer stress test
What then can we expect from these asset classes if and when rates eventually increase? And have our
recommendations changed?
Fortunately, this summer’s “taper tantrum” provided a decent stress test of how these strategies will work
in an environment of sustained interest‐rate increases.
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The chart below shows what the prices of our recommendations and Vanguard Total Bond ETF (a proxy for
the bond market) did from May 1 through Sept. 10 of this year — when the yield on the 10‐year Treasury
moved from 1.66% to 2.96%. It would be unwise to draw broad conclusions that all of the movement in
each fund was due to the move in interest rates. Nonetheless, the movement in rates certainly had a
meaningful effect on most.

Shorter Duration Held up During Summer Rate Increase
Select Funds and ETF Price Returns (May 1, 2013 – Sept. 10, 2013)

stockcharts.com

Clearly, short‐duration funds like floating‐rate notes and ultra‐short government bonds held up very well,
exhibiting very little volatility or correlation to the move in rates. TIPS had a very high sensitivity to rising
rates. With minimal inflation, TIPS offer more risk in a rising‐rate environment than most people realize –
primarily because of their high duration. Gold and commodities moved, but the causes were a combination
of rising rates and the dynamics of the commodities themselves.
What has changed?
While interest rates remain low, many other things have changed since our original article in 2010. First and
foremost, asset valuations have changed quite a bit. Credit instruments no longer look like great values. In
2010, floating‐rate loans were trading at about 90% of par. Stock valuations were also lower, with the
trailing P/E on the S&P 500 near 15. Today, the trailing P/E is closer to 19 and floating‐rate notes are trading
only slightly below par.
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Second, while yield spreads have not changed a lot in the last three years, the absolute yield has. Short‐
term bonds, floating‐rate loans and high‐yield bonds generally offered higher yields three years ago. So did
stocks.
What to do now?
Given the potential Federal Reserve tapering and higher valuations, here are our revised five strategies for
a rising‐rate environment:
1. Keep duration short
This is the most obvious strategy for protecting a fixed‐income allocation from rising interest rates. The
trade‐off, of course, is that lower maturity on a bond or bond portfolio generally translates into lower yield.
Even so, the 10‐year Treasury’s price declined almost 8% during the rate increase this past summer.
Stretching for an extra percent of yield by increasing duration hardly makes sense given the potential for
duration‐related price declines.
While very little in fixed income excites us currently, there are a couple of low‐duration asset classes that
make sense. We remain committed to floating‐rate notes. There is very little stress in credit markets, and
corporate balance sheets remain quite healthy compared to history. There is little opportunity for capital
appreciation due to the fact that this callable asset class is trading near par, but yield in the 4% range with
virtually no duration risk is attractive. For floating‐rate exposure, we like the Fidelity Floating Rate High
Income FFRHX, which is more conservative, PowerShares Senior Loan BKLN, which is indexed, and
Ridgeworth Seix Floating Rate High Income SAMBX , which is more aggressive.
Risk‐averse investors will find incremental benefit in allocating some of their cash to high‐quality, ultra‐
short bond funds like Ridgeworth Ultra‐Short U.S. Government Bond SIGVX. This fund and funds like it are
not as safe as cash, but for those willing to take a small amount of risk, the higher yield (0.66% as of Dec. 5)
is worth it over a full market cycle.
2. Don’t constrain yourself
Having a broadly diversified core‐bond position as part of your fixed‐income portfolio still makes sense, but
in a world where interest rates are no longer in secular decline, some changes to the core are appropriate.
Though indexing is a very good approach in many asset classes, it presents a problem during a time of rising
rates.Consider the Barclay’s Aggregate Bond Index, which measures the performance of the broad
investment grade universe in the U.S. In 2007, government bonds made up about 40% of the index. When
Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae were put into conservatorship in 2008, the “government backed” number
moved closer to 80%. Managers who are tied too tightly to this benchmark and its relatively high Treasury
duration will have difficulty should rates rise.
Allowing more leeway to strong, active fixed‐income managers makes sense for a portion of the core. An
unconstrained manager – one who isn’t tied closely to an interest‐rate sensitive benchmark – has the
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freedom to dramatically lengthen or shorten duration or increase or decrease credit quality. They can get
more conservative or more aggressive depending on the market environment.
Of course, as with all active strategies, for value to be added, the managers have to be right. And the way
these funds are managed varies greatly. Two funds that we like after performing thorough due diligence are
Scout Unconstrained Bond, SUBFX, which is more aggressive, and Goldman Sachs Strategic Income, GSZIX,
which is more conservative.
3. Beware of a wolf in sheep’s clothing
In the summer of 2010, we recommended TIPS as a way to fight against rising interest rates. TIPS beat the
broad bond market and similar duration nominal Treasury bonds. Going forward, however, we are
removing TIPS from the list.
TIPS performed quite poorly during the summer stress test when rates spiked. The longer duration of TIPS
caused price to suffer, and with virtually no inflation, the inflation adjustment did little to compensate
investors for the price decline. If rates were being pushed up due to rising inflation, TIPS might have the
ability to perform well. With rising rates and minimal inflation, however, the interest rate risk in TIPS
outweighs the inflation protection.
Given the low interest environment, many investors have been searching for higher income from their
portfolios by seeking out higher‐yielding equities, but what about the risks of that strategy? Some higher‐
yielding equities are far riskier in a rising‐rate environment than many investors realize. Mortgage real‐
estate investment trusts (REITs) and stocks with high yields due to high payout ratios and debt loads are
likely to underperform in a rising‐interest‐rate environment.
Mortgage REITs make money by lending to real estate developers or buying mortgage bonds. Most of the
earnings, and therefore income, that they generate comes from the interest paid on the bonds they hold,
and leverage is often used to increase yield. Because they are legally classified as REITs, almost all of that
income after expenses is paid out as a dividend. Barring hedging techniques and other strategies, rising
rates will cause the value of mortgage‐REIT portfolios to decline.
Consider the chart below, which shows iShares Mortgage Real Estate exchange‐traded fund (REM). It was
hit hard during the “taper tantrum” last summer, and most of the hit was due to interest‐rate sensitivity.
TIPS, a dividend‐focused stock ETF and broad‐bond‐market and S&P 500 ETFs are plotted as well.
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Long Duration and Div Focus Hurt During Rate Increase
Select Funds and ETF Price Returns (May 1, 2013 – Sept. 10, 2013)
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High‐yielding equities that have high payout ratios are also a risk. Those stocks leave little retained earnings
that management can use to invest to grow the business. Many sectors that traditionally have high payout
ratios – utilities and telecom – also have high debt and asset loads and slow earnings growth. As interest
rates rise, high‐payout‐ratio firms will see financing costs rise without large enough revenue increases to
offset. In this environment, dividend cuts and underperformance will result.
4. Favor stocks…to an extent
One asset class that we did not mention in our 2010 article was stocks. Broadly speaking, they have
outperformed all other major asset classes since our recommendation, gaining more than 60%. Stocks can
perform well in a rising‐rate environment as long as inflation is tame.
We are not recommending piling into stocks after a year of strong returns that propelled markets to all‐
time highs. Rather, we are pointing out that stocks can perform well in rising‐rate environments.
Historically, rising rates coupled with inflation has hurt stocks (e.g., 1970s). So too have abrupt interest‐rate
spikes (e.g., 1994). Rising rates with tame inflation (e.g., 1960s), however, have historically provided a
decent environment for stocks. While rates have yet to rise in a sustained manner, we have been in a tame
and stable inflation environment since the end of the Great Recession.
A modest stock allocation, even for conservative investors, makes sense. How much to allocate is a
question investors and their advisors must determine based on individual investor goals. That brings us to
our final strategy: stay diversified.
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5. Stay diversified
If every bubble, bust, shock and surprise in the history of investing has taught one single lesson, it is to stay
diversified. Preparing for rising rates is no exception.
While we have a fair amount of conviction that rates will increase on average in the future, we could be
wrong – or, as was the case with our 2010 article, we could be early.
Consider a few extreme cases. Most of us know people who liquidated portfolios into cash near the bottom
of the last bear market, only to see it rise rapidly soon after. We all likely know people who lost most of
their wealth by piling into tech stocks near their peak in 2000.
What about today? Investors shouldn’t rush out and put all of their money in stocks and floating‐rate notes.
While that strategy may do just fine for a while, an investor who does this would be trading one risk
(interest‐rate risk) for other risks (credit risk and business‐cycle risk). Should we face a recession, stocks and
lower‐quality credit would suffer. From peak‐to‐trough in 2007‐2009, stocks were down by more than half,
and floating‐rate notes fell by more than a third.
Diversification protects us from various risks, of which rising interest rates are only one.
Diversification also makes long‐term planning more scientific and measurable than taking concentrated
risks, because the range of likely outcomes (i.e., the bell curve and related Monte Carlo simulations)
becomes tighter. Concentrated bets have binary outcomes. They either work or they don’t. You might gain
100% or more, or you might lose half or worse. Diversification narrows the likely range of future outcomes
by decreasing the probable range of returns and volatility.
Unconstrained bond strategies are preferable to highly constrained bond strategies, but that doesn’t mean
that investors should abandon core‐bond exposure. We like floating‐rate credit better than long‐dated
Treasury bonds, but investors shouldn’t completely abandon the Treasury market. Investors should
overweight and underweight certain asset sub‐classes and not make all‐or‐none choices. All‐or‐none
investing decisions can lead to all‐or‐none outcomes, something every investor wants to avoid.
Summary
Will tapering of quantitative easing, economic growth or inflation expectations cause interest rates to
increase? If so, will the increase be abrupt or measured? If it happens, when will it happen?
We don’t know when rates will rise, but we suspect that it will be sooner rather than later. The U.S.
economy is improving, and the unemployment rate that the Fed is so intently watching is coming down.
Inflation remains tame. With this mix, the Fed doesn’t face immediate pressure to taper QE or increase its
benchmark short‐term rate. Eventually, though, QE will wind down and rates will rise.
The strategies above will add value. A below‐benchmark duration, a more flexible (i.e., unconstrained)
fixed‐income approach and some floating‐rate exposure will serve as good complements to existing core‐
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bond positions. TIPS and nominal Treasury bonds are very interest‐rate sensitive and should make up a
smaller part of the fixed‐income allocation than has been historically accepted.
It makes sense to own equities in a low‐inflation, stable‐growth environment, but equity exposures should
not come with too much interest‐rate sensitivity. If the stress test of 2013 is any indication, rate‐sensitive
equities like mortgage REITs and high‐payout‐ratio stocks may underperform should a rising‐interest rate
environment take hold.
Stay diversified. There are risks other than rising rates, like equity‐market risk, credit risk, regulatory risk,
currency risk and longevity risk. A long‐term investment plan should find the right risk‐and‐return mix to
meet each investor’s goals.
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